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Age patterns of female reproduction vary widely among iteroparous animal

species with determinate growth. Often fertility declines with age, but in other

cases, it may be flat or rise across age. Sometimes fertility ceases altogether,

leaving a substantial post-reproductive life span. In this article, we discuss

theories that may provide some insights into how these diverse patterns

might evolve. We present a simple optimal life history model and consider

circumstances in which fertility might rise or fall with age. In our model,

without assuming that costs per birth rise with age, that foraging efficiency

declines, or that net intergenerational transfers increase, we find that optimal

fertility would tend to rise rather than decline. This happens because less

energy would be allocated to survival at older ages, leaving more to allocate

to fertility. In our analysis, optimal fertility could decline at older ages when an

older female makes heavy net intergenerational transfers to multiple offspring

or grandoffspring, reducing resources for her own reproduction. This pattern

is more likely to evolve when costs of fertility at older ages are higher, when

costs of reducing juvenile mortality are low, and when the level of juvenile

mortality is high. We also derive conditions for the evolution of menopause,

for determinate growth, and for juvenile mortality that declines with age. The

optimal life history can exhibit a variety of age patterns of fertility, rising, flat,

or falling, depending on the constraints and opportunities faced.

KEYWORDS

optimal life history, reproductive senescence, reproductive aging, intergenerational
transfers, fertility, reproductive decline, fertility theory, life history theory

1. Introduction

Why do humans and other animals age and die? This question has attracted
much theoretical and empirical attention in recent decades. The question of why
fertility declines with age in so many species has attracted far less attention
(Monaghan et al., 2008).

Empirical studies have found a wide variety of age patterns of fertility across
the animal kingdom. For most but not all mammals fertility declines at older ages
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(Jones et al., 2014; Lemaître et al., 2020), although in some
species, it is flat or rises with age. Non-mammalian vertebrates
often have flat or rising fertility with age. Birds have slow or
negligible reproductive aging (Holmes et al., 2003). Reptiles,
tortoises, and amphibians often have slow or negligible aging
(da Silva et al., 2022; Reinke et al., 2022). Invertebrates show
all patterns, but most often fertility declines at older ages (Jones
et al., 2014). A number of species besides humans and toothed
whales have substantial post-reproductive survival, including
nematodes and rotifers (Jones et al., 2014).

A theory of reproductive aging must be sufficiently flexible
to accommodate these many different possible age patterns.
Here, we explore how and why evolution might sometimes
lead to reproductive senescence, but at other times to flat or
rising fertility and at still other times to menopause or lifetime
infertility. Fertility is centrally important in evolutionary theory,
but we suggest that it cannot be analyzed in isolation from other
key aspects of life history such as survival, growth, foraging
efficiency, parental and grandparental transfers, and broader
social organization. For this reason, we begin with a review of
some topics in life history theory and their relation to fertility.

Medawar (1952/1957) and Williams (1957) initiated modern
evolutionary thinking on senescence and death. Hamilton
(1966) formalized one of their central insights, that deleterious
mutations that raised mortality at older ages would reduce
reproductive fitness less than those raising it at younger
ages, and so natural selection would remove them from the
population more weakly and slowly at older ages, causing
mortality to rise with age. This approach, emphasizing mutation
accumulation, has been developed further (Charlesworth, 1994;
Caswell and Salguero-Gómez, 2013; Wachter et al., 2014).
According to this approach, senescence is “purely maladaptive”
(Partridge and Barton, 1993) and occurs because the forces of
selection are not sufficiently powerful at older ages to rid the
population of continuously occurring deleterious mutations.

If applied to fertility in the same way, the mutation
accumulation approach implies that fertility should decline with
age in proportion to declining survivorship as measured by
the life table lx function (Hamilton, 1966). However, Hamilton
(1966) warned us that this approach would be less useful for
fertility: “. . .it is not so plausible that a gene could simply
add an element of fertility at a given age without affecting
the rest of the schedule as it is that a gene might cause the
elimination of a single element of mortality.” Raising survival by
eliminating a deleterious mutation would not necessarily require
additional energy. However, adding a birth would certainly
require nutritional energy taken either from siblings or from
the mother’s own bodily reserves, which would adversely affect
fertility and survival at other ages. A mutation accumulation
approach can still be adopted but these energetic tradeoffs would
need to be taken into account and would make the theory more
complicated (Lee, 2003).

A very different approach develops the idea that senescence
is adaptive. If an organism was to allocate more energy to
maintaining its soma and postponing death, it would require
energy that could otherwise be used for reproduction earlier in
life, perhaps reducing fitness. This is the disposable soma theory
of Kirkwood (1977) which has been developed in formal models
of optimal life history theory. In these models, an organism
acquires energy at each age and allocates it among somatic
maintenance and survival, fertility, and growth. Under natural
selection, the organism moves toward the pattern of energy
allocation by age which maximizes its lifetime reproductive
fitness as beneficial mutations are positively selected rather
than through the negative selection of deleterious mutations, as
emphasized by Hamilton.

Mutation accumulation theory cannot explain or predict
age patterns of fertility and mortality de novo. Its predictions
about mortality depend on a given age pattern of fertility
and conversely. Optimal life history theory does provide an
initial age pattern of rates (based on many assumptions), but
it ignores the insights of mutation accumulation theory. A full
account would require attention to both. Partridge and Barton
(1993) provided worked-out examples and a useful diagram
that illustrates the interaction of the two evolutionary processes.
Mutation accumulation would blur and modify the optimal life
history results, but the basic shapes of the age schedules would
reflect the optimal patterns. Danko et al. (2012) concluded
that mutation accumulation could raise old age mortality
but would have very little effect on the evolved mean age
at reproductive maturity, which was very largely determined
by adaptive (optimizing) forces. These considerations suggest
the value of an approach that can derive the evolutionarily
optimal age profiles themselves that reflect tradeoffs in energetic
allocations across the life history.

Others have applied the optimal life history approach to
age patterns of fertility when there are tradeoffs with mortality
and fertility at later ages, a topic called “the general life history
problem” (Charlesworth and Leon, 1976; Stearns, 1992, 2000;
Charlesworth, 1994). The main result, as summarized by Stearns
(2000), is that when mortality is higher at a range of adult ages,
optimal reproduction will be higher before those ages and lower
after those ages.

Our approach is related to the general life history
problem, but we impose more structure. We develop a
simple optimal life history model to consider the joint
evolution of age patterns of fertility, mortality, growth, and
intergenerational transfers. We use variations on our basic
optimal life history model to investigate interrelated topics
relevant to reproductive senescence. Tradeoffs between fertility
and mortality occur through the energy budget equation at each
age and intergenerational transfers are also explicitly taken into
account. This formulation makes the results easier to interpret
(we hope) but also reduces their generality.
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We now briefly introduce the main topics or scenarios that
we will consider.

1.1. Menopause

Hamilton (1966), of course, realized that extensive post-
reproductive survival in women was inconsistent with his
analysis of senescence, but he noted “As remarked by Williams,
an obvious excuse for this discrepancy is to be found in the factor
of parental care,” a point closely related to the “Grandmother
Hypothesis” (Hawkes et al., 1998), and the thrust of our model
and analysis here. While we realize there are many theories
of the evolution of menopause, for example, as reviewed in a
game theory framework by Thouzeau and Raymond (2017), we
believe that intergenerational transfers are central. The budget
constraint of an isolated individual is constrained by the energy
it acquires itself at each age through foraging, which it then
allocates at that age among growth, survival, and reproduction.
However, in many species, females (and sometimes males)
make significant investments in their offspring after birth, e.g.,
feeding, guarding, sheltering, training, or warming them. When
such investments extend over time, perhaps leading to multiple
simultaneously dependent offspring (as with humans), then
later life fertility could be affected. The extreme case here is
menopause with lengthy post-reproductive survival. We analyze
the conditions under which this menopause pattern would be
optimal. Due to the costs of supporting multiple dependent
offspring, this typically occurs in a broader social context in
which grandmothers and other kin, and possibly non-kin as
well, help invest in the offspring. A study of the Tsimane,
a contemporary Amazon Basin forager-horticulturalist group,
illustrates this point (Hooper et al., 2015:S3). Average total
net caloric transfers to children and grandchildren are nearly
as high at ages in the 50s as in the 30s and 40s and they
remain substantial through the 60 s before declining. Distant kin
and non-kin also make transfers. Another recent study draws
on data from multiple hunter-gatherers and horticulturalist
groups to estimate the direct fitness from own fertility and
indirect fitness from transfers, taking relatedness into account. It
concludes that “Under reasonable assumptions, these [indirect
fitness] benefits are the equivalent to having up to several more
offspring after age 50.” (Davison and Gurven, 2022, text in
square brackets added).

1.2. The age pattern of juvenile
mortality

Hamilton (1966) wrote “None of the schedules of forces of
selection . . . can account for the rise in mortality in younger
and younger pre-reproductive ages.” Indeed his analysis implies
that mortality at all ages before reproductive maturity should be

constant and very low because death at any pre-reproductive age
entails a loss of 100% of reproductive fitness, whether the age is
younger or older. This predicted low and flat mortality pattern
is inconsistent with observed juvenile mortality as Hamilton
was well aware, paralleling the problem with human post-
reproductive survival. Again, he suggests that “. . .parental care
brings the necessary trend,” although he did not include it
in his model. As we incorporate intergenerational transfers in
our model, we can show that juvenile mortality should instead
decline with age (Lee, 2003; Chu et al., 2008), here demonstrated
in a new way. However, we recognize that these transfers can
be only one among a number of reasons why infant/juvenile
mortality declines with age since this also occurs in species that
do not make transfers after birth.

1.3. Determinate growth vs.
indeterminate growth with lifelong
reproduction

An earlier study (Taylor et al., 1974) showed that with
a linear budget constraint, the optimal life history would
initially invest solely in survival and growth and then, after
a certain age, switch to investing solely in survival and
fertility, a pattern known as “determinate growth.” With a
non-linear budget constraint, however, the optimal outcome
could instead be “indeterminate growth” in which resources
are allocated to growth, survival, and fertility throughout the
entire life span. This can result in “negative senescence” in
the sense that body size grows over a life span leading to
declining mortality and increasing fertility (Vaupel et al., 2004;
Baudisch, 2008). Mammals (with some possible exceptions)
and birds exhibit determinate growth, while many fish,
amphibians, and reptiles exhibit indeterminate growth. The
distinction is very important since reproductive senescence
is not to be expected in species with indeterminate growth.
In this study, we will derive the determinate growth result
in a new way.

1.4. Reproductive senescence in
determinate growth species

We address the conditions under which evolved fertility may
rise, fall, or be flat in determinate growth iteroparous species like
mammals and birds. Our analysis, which builds on the preceding
topics, includes the roles of intergenerational transfers, foraging
efficiency, and the energetic costs of fertility and survival. We
believe that our analysis and results here are new. Perhaps, most
strikingly, we find that if none of these just-listed factors varies
with age (e.g., if net transfers do not rise with age and if foraging
efficiency does not decline), then optimal fertility would rise
with age, the opposite of reproductive senescence. Later, we will
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discuss the interpretation of this result and suggest an alternative
approach for future research.

2. Formal analysis of reproductive
aging in optimal life histories

We focus on female fertility in iteroparous animal species
with determinate growth. Our models are generally single sex.
For simplicity of exposition, our models have at most three age
classes that are sufficient to see whether fertility rises or declines
with age and to derive other useful results. Readers interested
in similar treatments with many age classes or with continuous
age distributions will find them in our other articles such as Chu
et al. (2008) and Chu and Lee (2013). Our modeling approach is
conceptual in the sense that we do not try to derive realistic age
schedules of fertility and mortality in contrast, for example, to
the explicit results in Drenos and Kirkwood (2005) (who assume
parametric fertility schedules that decline with age). Instead, our
goal is to see under what conditions evolutionary forces might
lead to different qualitative age patterns of fertility: decreasing
or increasing with age or ceasing altogether as with menopause.

2.1. Optimal life history models

We consider several different one-sex (female) models in
which each individual lives either one, two, or at most three
periods. Everyone dies after period three. We call these periods
age-0, age-1, and age-2. We interpret them as childhood, young
adulthood, and old age, or sometimes as childhood, youth
(Juvenilehood), and adulthood. We start with the most general
version of the model, before considering special cases.

An individual starts life at age-0 with an initial body mass,
w0, provided by its mother out of her energy budget based
on her evolved life history. With a given body mass wa at age
a, an individual can acquire energy γwa through foraging or
hunting, where γ is a coefficient expressing the way foraging
efficiency (energy generation) is related to body size. If the
foraging/hunting activity is carried out cooperatively with other
co-residing kin members, the setting is different, and we will
consider this case elsewhere. At each age x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the
individual may acquire energy both through foraging (γwx) and
through a net transfer of energy from older individuals aged
a > x. Ta is the possible net energy transfer received or given at
age a; Ta > 0 if one is receiving net energy at age a, and Ta > 0
if one is transferring net energy to others at age a.

We use the three-age scenario because it is the simplest
structure needed to explain some age patterns of fertility and
mortality. With an appropriate interpretation, this three-age
setting is, in fact, quite general. If there are more than three
ages, conventional dynamic programming says that individuals
can always first optimize from age-3 onward, and then do the

second-stage optimization by taking the optimized fitness value
at the end of period 3 as given. Thus, age-3 can be thought of as
including “the remaining life periods from age-3 onward.”

In some cases to be discussed, we do not need three ages to
tell the story, and then we will simplify the model accordingly.
Sometimes we will need a minor modification to illustrate a
point, and then we will introduce this modification only for
that illustration.

Let us begin with an organism that after its birth must
rely entirely on the energy it acquires on its own. At each age
a, the organism acquires energy, γwa, and allocates it either
to maintenance or reproduction. Reproduction requires energy
to build and maintain the necessary organs, to produce eggs
and provide nutrients, to find and acquire a breeding site,
and to find and choose a mate (in more complicated two-
sex models). Maintenance requires energy to avoid and repair
somatic damage and avoid illness and predation raising the
probability of survival to the end of the period. Specifically, for
each individual, we have the following energy constraint:

bapa + cama + daza = γwa a = 0, 1 (1)

where ba and ca are cost coefficients, pa is the probability the
agent survives to the end of period a, and ma is the number of
live births successfully produced.1 The interpretation of Eq. 1 is
that at age a, in order to increase pa (probability of surviving) by
4pa, it needs ba4pa of energy input, and similarly for fertility
ma. The cost of providing the initial body mass for each offspring
is included in the individual’s cost per birth, ca.

In this 3-age setting, the optimal life history in the
evolutionary sense can be viewed as maximizing expected
lifetime births,

max
{
l0m0+l1m1+l2m2

}
(2)

where lx =
∏x

i = 0pi. For any given wa, a = 0, 1, 2, the control
variables are pa and ma. Therefore, the problem is to choose pa

and ma to maximize {l0m0 + l1m1 + l2m2}. Let an ∗ indicate
the optimal value, so the optimal controls are written as l∗a , p∗a ,
and m∗a .2

Now, we consider possible transfers. Given any transfers
Ta, a = 0, 1, 2, the available energy on the right-hand side of
Eq. 1 becomes Ea = γwa + Ta. The same maximization can be

1 In a discrete-time setting, we must be careful about interpreting
the order of events. Energy is a “flow” (measured for a period of time),
whereas survival and reproduction are measured at the period’s end,
which corresponds to a stock (measured at a point in time). Different
specifications of the order of events may involve slight changes in the
formulation.

2 The more general form of the optimal life history (see Chu et al.,
2008) is λ3

= maxpa,ma {λ
2l0m0 + λl1m1 + l2m2}, where λ is the implicit

population growth rate. In stationary equilibrium, λ would be driven to 1
(zero net growth), so that the problem is equivalent to solving Eq. 2. In
what follows, we adopt the stationary scenario implicitly, and treat Eq. 2
as the objective function.
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applied, and let us write the maximum as,

π(T0,T1,T2) ≡ l∗0m
∗
0 + l∗1m

∗
1 + l∗2m

∗
2 (3)

If transfers are also to be chosen, evolution will drive the life
history to choose the optimal transfers (T0, T1, T2), subject to
some additional constraints.

The most common transfers are between kin. In our one-
sex, 3-age, stationary population setting, the equilibrium age
structure evaluated at the period’s end must be proportional to
the following factors: l0 for age-0, l1 for age-1, and l2 for age-
2. This age distribution can be interpreted either as averages
for generations of a given kin group or as averages for the
population as a whole. The sum of net transfers given within
the kin group or within the population must equal the sum of
net transfers received, so net transfers must satisfy the following
constraint:

l0T0 + l1T1 + l2T2 = 0 (4)

Thus, the optimal transfer problem is to maximize
π (T0,T1,T2) in Eq. 3, subject to the constraint in Eq. 4 (for
a fuller discussion of this constraint and its interpretation at the
family level, refer to Lee, 2008).

To summarize, we separate the optimal life history exercise
into two steps, namely, the first step is to maximize over {pa,ma}

for any given transfers (T0,T1,T2) and the second step is to
choose the optimal T′as.

Now, we consider some specific scenarios.

2.2. Scenario 1: Menopause

We interpret menopause as an optimal corner solution (i.e.,
at the zero-fertility lower bound) of old-age fertility and will
explain when and why this unique optimality may arise in our
simple model. To focus on the discussion of m2, we consider
the scenario m∗0 = 0 and T0 > 0, T1 < 0, and T2 < 0,
meaning that the age-0 needs energy transfers from older ages
and is not sexually mature. We skip the conditions that generate
these scenarios for the time being3 and focus the discussion on
the age-3’s (grandmother’s) decisions.

If the optimal solution involves p∗2 > 0 and m∗2 = 0, then
it says that it is optimal for the grandmother to survive but not
reproduce. Intuitively, this is more likely to happen when γw2

is large (the grandmother is more capable of foraging, perhaps
due to her accumulated knowledge) so that she produces a lot of
energy, and c2 is large so that it is costly for the grandmother to
reproduce, so some of her acquired energy may be transferred
out. However, what exactly are the mathematical conditions for
p∗2 > 0, m∗2 = 0 to happen?

3 These conditions are not difficult to imagine: For instance, if c0 is very
large, then it is very costly for the age-0 to reproduce, therefore m∗0 = 0
must appear. And if E0 = γw0 is very small, then the age-0 must rely on
transfers from seniors to survive.

Given m∗0 = 0, the objective function becomes,

π ≡ max
{
p0p1m1 + p0p1p2m2

}
We consider a small perturbation in the grandmother’s net

transfers such that |T2| becomes marginally larger, with the
increased transfers all going to age-0, and correspondingly m2

becomes marginally smaller, with all other control variables held
unchanged. Sincem0 = 0, the increased transfer to age-0 would
only increase p0. Thus, the change in fitness is,

dπ = p1m1dp0 +
(
p1p2m2

)
dp0 +

(
p0p1p2

)
dm2 or

dπ
dm2

= p1m1
dp0

dm2
+
(
p1p2m2

) dp0

dm2
+ p0p1p2

The energy saved by a fertility change of dm2 at age-
2 is −c2dm2. Referring to the equilibrium population age
distribution earlier, we see that the proportion of individuals
at age-2 divided by the proportion of individuals at age-0 is
p1p2. This implies that each individual at age-0 would receive
−p1p2c2dm2 energy, that is, gain energy if dm2 is negative and
fertility at age-2 declines. Therefore, age-0 would increase her
survival probability by,4

dp0

dm2
=
−p1p2c2

b0

Thus,

dπ
dm2

= − p1m1
p1p2c2

b0

(
−p1p2m2

) p1p2c2

b0
+p0p1p2

= − p1p2

[
p1m1

c2

b0
+
(
p1p2m2

) c2

b0
− p0

]

= −
p1p2

p0

{
c2

b0

[
p0p1m1 + p0p1p2m2

]
− p2

0

}
.

Recall our assumption that at an optimum, the population is
in a stationary equilibrium. The abovementioned expressions do
not necessarily refer to an optimum, but if the life history moves
slowly along an evolutionary trajectory, then the population is
always near a stationary equilibrium which implies that π (the
net reproduction ratio) will be near 1.0. Note that the first two
terms in the square brackets equal π. Using this, and substituting
1.0, we find,

dπ
dm2

= −
p1p2

p0

{
c2

b0
− p2

0

}
=

p1p2

p0

{
p2

0 −
c2

b0

}
.

This derivative will continue to be negative as long as
p2

0 < c2
b0

, and age-2 will continue to evolve in the direction

4 Alternatively, one can combine Eqs. 1 and 4 and use the assumption
m0 = 0 to obtain,

p0 =
γw0

b0
−

p1
[
T1+p2 (b2p2+c2m2−γw2)

]
b0

.

Taking derivative yields dp0/ dm2 in the text.
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FIGURE 1

Menopause occurs when the fitness curve has a non-positive
slope around the vertical axis. If the slope around the vertical
axis is exactly zero, then dπ/dm2 = 0.

of reducing its fertility m2 and transferring more to the age-0,
gradually raising p0 until finally an interior optimum is reached
where p0 =

√
c2
b0

or, alternatively, arrives at a corner due
to one of two possible boundaries. One boundary occurs at
p0 = 1 when c2

b0
> 1. Another possible boundary occurs if

m2 reaches zero.
While p0 = 1 is a possible outcome in our model, we

believe it has never been observed in nature so we will focus
on the possible corner outcome for fertility. We consider the
possibility of reaching the fertility boundary while dπ

dm2
is still

negative, indicating that lower fertility, were it possible, would
lead to greater fitness. From the result earlier, this is more likely
to happen when c2

b0
is large, that is, the cost of raising fertility for

an older female is substantially greater than the cost of reducing
the mortality of a young offspring or grandoffspring. It is also
more likely to happen when p0 is low so that despite the transfers
from older women as their fertility falls, the survival of young
grandoffspring has remained low.

A positive value for dπ
dm2
|m2=0, dm2<0 tells us that fitness

would be raised even more if it were possible for fertility at age-2
to become negative. Since this is not possible, m2 = 0, a corner
solution, will give the highest feasible fitness. If dπ/dm2 = 0
when m2 = 0 that would indicate an interior solution optimum
that just happened by chance to occur at the corner.

It is also important to note that a trajectory ending in
menopause is possible only if the fertility of younger adult
women can rise high enough to achieve a net reproduction
ratio of 1. As older women increase their transfers to their
grandoffspring, their daughters can reduce theirs and raise their
fertility. We will return to this point later.

Menopause occurs when the fitness curve has a non-positive
slope around the vertical axis. Figure 1 illustrates this situation,
plotting the fitness index against m2. As drawn, the fitness

curve crosses the vertical axis (at m2 = 0) with a negative
slope, indicating that the optimum is a corner solution. This
corresponds to the life-history interpretation of “menopause.”
If dπ/dm2 = 0 at m2 = 0, then the slope of the fitness curve
around the vertical axis is exactly zero.

Here, in our simple model, menopause evolves as the
end point of declining fertility at older ages. However, in a
more flexible model, the same forces at work could equally
well apply to unchanged fertility at older ages together with
the evolution of longer post-reproductive survival. Menopause
is known to occur in humans and four species of toothed
whale (Ellis et al., 2018). Transfers in human hunter-gatherer-
horticulturalist groups have been extensively studied (Hooper
et al., 2015; Davison and Gurven, 2022).

2.3. Scenario 2: The age pattern of
mortality from birth to maturity

In this scenario, we interpret the three ages as childhood,
youth, and adulthood. Suppose c0 and c1 are large, then the
first two ages may not be appropriate for reproducing. In
this case, age-2 is the age of sexual maturity. Or, using the
alternative interpretation we discussed earlier (for additional age
groups using dynamic programming), the individual is sexually
mature from age-2 onward. We also assume that only the
age-2 is strong enough to acquire sufficient energy to transfer
to ages 0 and 1.

For species without parental transfers, Hamilton’s theory
predicts that the probability of surviving to the next age
should be the same for age-0 and age-1 (in fact, for all ages
before reproductive maturity). If there are parental transfers
to children and youth, we will argue that mortality should
instead be higher at the younger ages and survival lower than
later in youth, that is, p0 < p1. This implies there is high
childhood (infant) mortality followed by a decline. If there are
more than three ages, then the survival probability will decline
after the age of sexual maturity due to the usual senescence
argument. Thus, p0 < p1 constitutes a sufficient condition for
U-shape (in our 3-age setting, V-shape) mortality of species
with parental transfers. In what follows, we derive conditions
for this to happen.

Given m0 = m1 = 0, we have the following simplified
objective function:

π ≡ max
{
p0p1p2m2

}
Let the giving-end age-2 transfer to age-1 be T′1 and to age-

0 be T′0. The energy received by an individual at age-1 is p2T′1
and at age-0 is p1p2T′0. Again, these are obtained by dividing the
ratio of the proportion of individuals at age-2 by that at age-1.
Thus, the corresponding survival probability is,

p0 =

(
γ0w0+p1p2T

′

0

)
b0
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p1 =

(
γ1w1+p2T

′

1

)
b1

Now suppose age-2 individuals change their strategy for
transferring energy, reallocating energy from age-0 to age-1
(dT′0 = − dT′1), holding all other controls unchanged. We can
see the change in survival probability would be

dp0 =
p1p2dT

′

0
b0

dp1 =
−p2dT

′

0
b1

The change in the fitness index is,

dπ

dT′0
=

(
p0p2

b1
−

p2
1p2

b0

)
p2m2

If we are at an optimum, then this perturbation must have
zero effect on fitness, π, so,

p2
1

b0
−

p0

b1
= 0

This equation implies that p1 =
√

b0p0
b1

.
If we make the neutral assumption that b0 = b1, that is that

the energetic costs of improving survival in childhood and youth
are equal, then we have p1 =

√p0 in which case p1 > p0 since
p0 < 1. This means that mortality before adulthood declines
with age, as, in fact, it generally does. Even if b0 < b1, there
would still be a range of values of p0 for which mortality would
be declining with age.

This result says that if sexually mature adults transfer energy
to offspring at more than one immature age, then it is always
more efficient for the younger age to face a higher mortality
rate than the older. The intuition of our result is that since our
objective function is p0p1p2m2 and there are costs b0 and b1 for
raising p0 and p1, maximization of p0p1 would always lead to
p0 = p1 because costs would be the least when the two are
equal. However, cross-age transfers introduce additional cost
concerns, making a death at age-1 costlier than one at age-0,
because a death at age-1 would also waste the earlier transfers
to the offspring at age-0. This “accumulation effect” creates a
product term on the cost side, which is the reason why we have
p1 as a square root of p0. In more general cases with many
ages before sexual maturity, this accumulation effect would be
amplified for ages closer to zero and farther from the age of
sexual maturity. Thus, unless there are specific assumptions
about the ba coefficients, for species with transfers from adults-
to-children, it is likely mortality declines with age and survival
increases up to sexual maturity. As noted earlier, this cannot be
the whole story since mortality also declines in species without
intergenerational transfers.

2.4. Scenario 3: Determinate growth

The objective of this scenario is to explain why a
determinate growth pattern occurs. Let us forget about the
transfers for a moment and consider life with only two ages,
namely, age-0 and age-1. The individual invests energy za in
growth, raising body size by daza. The objective function is
to maximize,

p0m0 + p0p1m1.

We assume that the energy constraint is also linear in za:

bapa + cama + daza = γwa a = 0, 1

where w1 = w0 + z0, characterizing the somatic growth
occurring through investment at the previous age, z0.

Energy production increases with body mass as described
by γ (body mass may also be interpreted more broadly here
to include investment in the brain or in the acquisition of
knowledge). Evidently, age-1 would never invest in z1 because it
is the last period of life, so z1 = 0. Given the above, we will have
determinate growth if at age-0 z0 and m0 are not both positive,
since determinate growth is characterized by growth without
reproduction followed by reproduction without growth.

Consider a marginal change of dm0 < 0. This saves the
age-0 individual an amount c0 |dm0| of energy, which can be
used to create dz0 = c0|dm0|/d0 of somatic growth. Then, the
corresponding body growth can generate γdz0 = γc0|dm0|/d0

energy at age-1. This energy will allow an additional
[γc0|dm0|/d0]/c1 age-1 births. Is this marginal change
worthwhile? We check it by investigating the sign of,5

dπ = −p0dm0+p0p1
γc0

d0c1
dm0

dπ

dm0
= p0

(
p1

γc0

d0c1
−1
)

.

Note that c0, c1, γ, and d0 are all constants. For any
given p0 and p1, since the above expression is independent
of the perturbation dm0, (dπ/dm0) = 0 will hold only by
accident. Thus, with a linear budget constraint, it is impossible
to have indeterminate growth: m0 should either increase with
a corresponding decrease in z0 (which would mean that an
organism reproduced over the rest of its life without growing
at all following birth), or decrease with a corresponding increase
in z0, until a constraint boundary is hit, which corresponds to
determinate growth as it is observed in nature.

Indeterminate growth, with both growth and fertility
occurring together from the start, could occur in this model only
with a non-linear budget constraint in which the incremental

5 Note that in order to evaluate the tradeoff between age-0 fertility
and somatic growth, we design a specific direction of perturbation. This
makes the derivatives look cleaner.
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(marginal) fitness gains from energy spent on fertility or
growth were not constant, but rather declined as the energy
devoted to each increased. It is certainly plausible that
this would be the case. For example, Metcalf et al. (2003)
comparatively analyzed monocarpic perennial plants to test
life history theories, reporting that rapid growth and low
mortality tradeoffs in small plants are consistent with the budget
constraint approach. However, they also find that growth is a
decreasing function of size which suggests a non-linear budget
constraint. Non-linearity in somatic growth could also arise
if more rapid growth is less efficient. For example, suppose
at age-0 growth is related to investment by w1 = w0 +

ζ (δ) where ζ (δ) is non-linear and ζ′ (δ) > 0, ζ′′ (δ) < 0,
with growth becoming less efficient at higher rates. Then,
an interior solution is possible with both growth and
reproduction occurring. Other possibilities will be discussed
later.

2.5. Scenario 4: Reproductive
senescence

In this scenario, we study when fertility will decline with
age. We consider a 3-period lifetime with determinate growth.
At age-0, the body grows, and age-1 and age-2 are mature ages.
The mature individual has a somatic capital w∗, which is a
constant for age-1 and age-2, but different ages have different
efficiency parameters (γa, a = 1, 2) to generate energy. The
reason behind different γ′as might be depreciation or wearing
out; for example, the age-2 may have the same body size as age-1
but be less healthy or agile than age-1, so that γ1 > γ2 (Lemaître
et al., 2020: p. 8). We assume that age-0 generates 0 energy,
but that is just for simplicity and convenience; it need not be
so.

Let the giving-end transfer from age a (a = 1,2) to age-0
be |Ta| . The net energy left for the age-a adult to allocate is,
therefore, γaw∗ |Ta| Ea.

The total energy received at age-0 is p1 |T1| + p1p2 |T2| .
Using this, the corresponding survival probability for age-
0 is p0 = (p1 |T1| +p1p2 |T2| )/b0 (because age-0 is not
reproductive, all her energy is used in maintenance). For any
given |T1| , |T2| , and p0, we concentrate on the fertility decision
of the adult:

max p0
[
p1m1 + p1p2m2

]
subject to the constraints bapa + cama = Ea. The choice
variables are pa and ma. Dynamic programming tells us that we
should first solve the age-2 maximization:

Maxp2m2 subject to b2p2 + c2m2 = E2.

This generates m∗2 =
E2
2c2

and p∗2 =
E2
2b2

. Then, we
substitute the optimized value p∗2m

∗
2 back to the age-1

formulation and solve the following problem:

Max
[
p1m1 + p1p∗2m

∗
2
]

subject to b1p1 + c1m1 = E1.

Straightforward maximization shows that the age-1 solution
is

m∗1 =
1

2c1

[
E1 − E2

2
c1

4b2c2

]
.

To see whether there is reproductive senescence, we look at
the difference,

m∗1 − m∗2 =
E1

2c1
−

[
E2

2c2
+

E2
2

8b2c2

]
. (5)

Evidently, reproductive senescence (m∗1 > m∗2) is more
likely to occur if (1) c1 is small or c2 is larger (age-1 is more
efficient in reproducing than age-2), or (2) E1 is large or E2 is
small due to reduced foraging efficiency with aging (age-1 has
more disposable energy than age-2), (3) E2 is small because |T2|

is large (age-2 is an important supporter of age-0), or (4) high
cost (large b2) of achieving higher old age survival.

Case (1) occurs if the reproductive system tends to
deteriorate with age, for example, the declining quantity and
quality of ova in mammals and birds, raising the cost of
reproduction with age. This deterioration could perhaps be
offset by increased spending on maintenance. However, while
that might reduce c2 − c1, it would also add the energetic
cost of maintenance to the total cost of reproducing at
age-2. Case (2) occurs if the productive soma tends to
deteriorate and lose efficiency, so that γ1 > γ2, as reviewed
by Lemaître et al. (2020: p. 8) (for simplicity, we have not
subscripted γ in the previous model but the meaning here
should be clear).

Therefore, this condition, large c2/b0, would underly
the result in Scenario 4 which found that small E2 brings
reproductive senescence. As T2 is endogenous, this argument
explains what is likely to make it larger and E2 smaller.

In case (3), an older female’s energy available for
reproduction is depleted by her large net transfers to younger
descendants, |T2|, as she relies more heavily on investment in
indirect fitness by using energy transfers to raise the fitness of
grandoffspring rather than to reproduce herself. These transfers
are themselves evolving as we discussed in Scenario 1. The
greater the ratio c2

b0
, the greater will be the evolved transfers from

T2 to T0 and the lower, therefore, will be E2. The polar case is
menopause or m2 = 0.

Case (4) occurs when for any reason such as higher extrinsic
mortality or smaller body size survival at older ages is more
costly to attain, consistent with a result by Charlesworth and
Leon (1976).

In any event, it is important to note that reproductive
senescence does not necessarily appear in optimal life history.
Suppose that there is no change with age in the cost of fertility
ca, or foraging efficiency γa, or net transfers Ta so that available
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energy is also the same at both ages. Setting all these equal in
Eq. 5, we find that,

m∗2 −m∗1 =
E2

2
8b2c2

> 0.

That is, in this case, optimal fertility would rise with age
rather than decline, because at older ages, investment in survival
brings less fitness payoff (particularly when b2 is large), unlike
investment in fertility. Optimal energy expenditures are shifted
from maintenance to fertility, which rises relative to age-1.
This would also be true under somewhat weaker assumptions.
In addition, these same forces would be at work to generate
this result in a model with more ages. This equation seems
consistent with the slow or negligible reproductive aging in birds
since older birds do not make transfers to grandoffspring and,
therefore, retain more energy for their own reproduction, and
their cost of survival (b2) is low since they fly.

3. Discussion

We will consider our results in a broader context, starting
with menopause. Should menopause be considered an example
of extreme reproductive senescence? Some analysts see it
resulting from the evolution of longer life while reproductive
senescence remained unchanged. For example, Ellison and
Ottinger (2014) wrote: “But the Chu and Lee (2006) hypotheses
assume that the evolved characteristic in humans is an early
termination of reproduction relative to its ancestral state,
whereas it seems clear that the evolved characteristic is
prevalent and extended post-reproductive life, not premature
reproductive cessation.” Since our models, including here in
Scenario 1, assume a preexisting life span and then analyze the
optimal level of fertility in predefined old age, their criticism
appears well-founded. Furthermore, our verbal interpretations
of results typically have asserted the evolutionary ordering of
change suggested in this quote (Chu and Lee, 2013), which
in retrospect is unfortunate. It is unfortunate because in the
mathematical theory, the ordering of change is irrelevant, and
all that matters is the relative lengths of dependent childhood,
fertility, and life span, not which trait is fixed and which one
changes. We view the system of intergenerational transfers,
menopause, and post-reproductive life as coevolving along with
the development of the brain and the long period of maturation
and dependence of offspring as described in the theoretical
framework of Hawkes et al. (1998) or Kaplan et al. (2000)
(which are not very different for a single sex model). We view
menopause as an adaptive part of an optimal life history strategy.
Accepting Ellison and Ottinger’s (2014) conclusion that age
at reproductive senescence remained fixed while longer life
evolved still requires an explanation of fitness benefits derived
from this lengthening post-reproductive period.

Consider the circumstances we find to be conducive to the
evolution of menopause. First is the high fertility of younger

adult females. For humans, it is well-known that reproductive-
age women have short birth intervals and high fertility relative to
other great apes (Thompson and Sabb, in press), made possible
by transfers from others (Kaplan et al., 2000). Second, the
energetic cost of a birth to an older woman should be
high and the cost of raising the survival of young offspring
through transfers to them should be low. How costly would
it be for increased fertility at older female ages to evolve?
The mammalian and avian reproductive systems with a fixed
supply of oocytes at birth might make it more difficult and
costly to continue fertility to higher ages. Elephants and some
whales maintain fertility to far higher ages than humans, so
it would arguably be possible. Nonetheless, it seems plausible
that continuing fertility to high ages would be more costly for
mammals than for other non-avian species. The cost of raising
infant/juvenile survival for mammals might be lower than for
other species because of the ability to feed infants efficiently
over an extended period through lactation. Grandparents could
indirectly contribute to infant nutrition by helping to feed the
mother. Among mammals, humans with pair bonding and a
long history of food sharing in social groups might again be well-
situated to improve the survival of post-lactation juveniles. This
is all speculative, of course, but perhaps a case could be made
that c2/b0 is generally high for mammals and within mammals
is possibly higher for humans.

Regarding mortality decline within the juvenile period,
we have already discussed the difficulties with Hamilton’s
demonstration that mortality should be constant until
reproductive maturity, which he himself did not believe,
although as a refutation of Fisher’s argument based on
reproductive value, Hamilton’s analysis remains convincing.
Once intergenerational transfers (or “parental care,” in his
words) are introduced, Hamilton’s argument no longer holds.
Now, the older the juvenile the more has been invested in her
so the greater the fitness loss if she should die (a corresponding
forward-looking story can also be told). This seems correct so
far as it goes. One difficulty is that mortality also declines in
species that do not make transfers following birth. Orzack and
Levitis (in press) present a further critique.

As we showed, a linear budget constraint leads to
determinate growth and is inconsistent with indeterminate
growth. However, the condition is sufficient but not necessary;
some non-linear budget constraints would also lead to
determinate growth. Indeed, even if a budget constraint were
locally linear, it is difficult to imagine that it could remain
linear over the entire evolutionary range, even as upper or lower
bounds on variables were approached. The insight from the
model is a useful starting point but is not the end of the story.
A little later we will suggest a different approach in which the
budget constraint is inherently nonlinear.

As noted earlier, reproductive senescence in the optimal life
history is far from inevitable. If we make the neutral assumption
that the costs of survival and fertility and the efficiency of
foraging for a given body weight as well as intergenerational
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transfer behavior all remain unchanged in the adult life history,
then fertility will rise with age rather than decline, for reasons
already discussed. We certainly could assume a tendency to
senesce in any one of the three fundamental parameters in our
model (b, c, or γ) which could lead to fertility decline, but
that leaves open the question of why there was an insufficient
investment to maintain these capabilities in the face of wear
and tear. More important, in our analysis, is the possibility that
intergenerational transfer behavior evolves in such a way as to
reduce fertility at older ages while boosting the survival (and in
a full model, growth as well) of young offspring. This possibility
is contained within our model as we have discussed earlier, and
is more likely to evolve when the ratio of the cost of raising
old age fertility to the cost of improving survival for young
offspring is high and the level of early life survival is low. While
menopause is one polar outcome, intermediate outcomes with
interior solutions with reduced old age fertility are also possible.

We also have some thoughts about future studies for
ourselves or others on this topic. As we noted at the
beginning, wear-and-tear has rightly been rejected as an
adequate explanation of aging and senescence, because an
organism could offset it by allocating resources to maintenance,
repair, and replacement. To quote Williams (1957), “It is true,
of course, that some parts of organisms do literally wear out.
Human teeth, for instance, show wear similar to that of any
tool subjected to friction, but this wear is no more a part of
senescence than is the wearing away of replaceable epidermal
cells. The senescence of human teeth consists not of their
wearing out but of their lack of replacement when worn out.”

It is possible, however, that current analytic approaches to
reproductive aging, including ours in this article, go too far in
the direction of banishing wear and tear from consideration.
In our specification, for example, a unit of energy expended on
reproduction at age a will produce 1/ca births. Nothing here says
that ca, the energy cost of reproduction at age a, does not vary
with age. However, unless there is some theoretical reason to
expect c to rise with age, we cannot very well assume it does
without smuggling in by the backdoor the very thing we want
to show may exist.

In this regard, it could be useful to distinguish the somatic
reproductive machinery as one variable, call it K, from the
current energy allocated to reproduction and fed into the
reproductive machinery, call it f. Then, fertility at age a, ma, is a
function ma = g

(
Ka, fa

)
for which a specific example would be

ma = hKα
a f 1−α

a . What we call the reproductive machinery, K,
tends to wear out over time at the rate δ and the organism can
offset some or all of this decay by investing energy i, giving
Ka = (1− δ)Ka−1 + ia−1. An investment in K at any age will
also raise all future levels of K at subsequent ages, other things
equal. These future benefits of investment in K will be large for
a young organism with its whole future ahead of it, but small
for an older organism that is closer to the end of life. For this
reason, in the optimal life history, K will be at a peak early in
life but then will decline because it becomes less worthwhile to
offset the wear-and-tear at older ages. As a result, for any given

expenditure of energy on current reproduction fa, the increase in
the birthrate will be less at older ages than at younger because the
machinery has become less efficient or, we might say, the energy
cost per birth ca has risen with age. It rises not by assumption
but due to the optimal investment strategy. While maintenance
of reproductive organs affects all future reproductive ages, the
future is shorter for older than for younger females, so the
incentive to invest at older ages is also less. This reasoning is very
similar to that for rising mortality. Now, in a symmetric way,
we have the possibility of reproductive senescence. We speculate
that a model of this sort could account for the different patterns
of fertility that rise, fall, or hold steady across age, as observed in
nature. We think it is a promising avenue for future research.

4. Conclusion

The balance of these and perhaps other forces will determine
age patterns of fertility and reproductive senescence. The
weights received by each of these forces will in turn depend on
many other aspects of the life history and sociality of the species,
and perhaps on the environment as well. There is no single
theoretical insight that will clarify reproductive senescence in
the way that insights of Medawar, Williams, and Hamilton
seemed, for a time, to show that rising mortality in adulthood
would be inevitable. Reproductive life histories are far too
complex and variable.
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